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This looks like it might be a useful addition to the suite of datasets of snow simulations
available in the western United States. The combination of a reasonable physical basis,
validation against observations in diverse climates, and an underlying high resolution
provides, at least conceptually, a reasonably satisfying sense that the estimates provided
near the end in Figures 5 and 6 are sound.  It seems appropriate to publish this
presentation of the details of the methods used in producing these data sets. At the same
time, there are improvements that could be made in the writing to provide a more
constructive contribution.

The paper gives a distinct sense of critique of the existing set of snow models available.
Admittedly some are related to questions about run times rather than performance, but
sometimes the criticisms come across more like aspersions than measured or tested
issues.  In this context, I look at all the plots from SNOWMIP2 (Rutter et al. 2009), and
I’m left wondering where this model would fit into the cloud of lines. The bottom line is
that this is another snow model on top of an already long list, with several new
approximations, assertions, and assumptions, and we are left wondering what exactly we
are learning from this particular modeling exercise.  The focus was on improving model
speed so that larger areas could be evaluated at finer resolutions in a reasonable time, but
the net gain in understanding at these larger scales is not really highlighted so much as
alluded to.  This is a problem because there are several products out there and in use for
larger scales, and while this model conceptually critiques these products, some uncited, it
only has a somewhat philosophical basis for that critique.  At a basic level, the claim for
superiority of this modeling approach relates to a reductionist philosophy that if we can
just do our simulations at finer and finer scales, we can resolve everything.  The paper
ultimately bumps into the fact that as we get into finer scale simulations, we find
processes that depend on adjacent areas, and the upshot of this hazard appears in line
416 – near the end of the paper – where they note that the model is “most realistic in
minimally vegetated areas with relatively little snow redistribution”, a rare piece of ground
in the western US. 

So, the question remains about what we learn from this modeling exercise. The central



claim seems to be that when we have more resolution, we can resolve effects of things
like aspect and solar radiation, so we have a better representation than we have had in
the various existing undisclosed products.  This may be true, but at the same time the
paper’s central argument is fundamentally recommending further reduction in element
scale with addition of vegetation and redistribution effects.  Is there simply an argument
for just doing the grind of getting complete lidar coverage over the western US, including
data that can tell us about accumulation enhancement/loss patterns, and running a hyper-
resolution snow model everywhere? Is this the only way that we can ultimately get a
satisfying snow data set? At what scale does a reductionist argument end?  Is there any
utility in considering subgrid parameterizations of the effects of solar radiation,
redistribution, and forests to a grid scale that is useful … or is that just a side-track that
gets swallowed up by research in computing, storage, and remote sensing? My point is
that this paper – though currently unstated – takes a stand with respect to these
philosophical discussions in the literature. Being unstated, it is a strongly one sided stand
being taken, and it’s possible the authors actually have a more nuanced perspective and
this paper is simply an exploration in one dimension.  In that case they might want to say
something.

None of this detracts from the likelihood that this model product probably provides greater
insights for some purposes about changes that are occurring than some existing products,
but it is important to examine and state in the introduction what the central argument is
and its philosophical history.  At the very least, this makes it easier for others to follow up
on the conceptual advance of the paper.  In this case, the argument seems to be that
some aspects of model physics can be sacrificed in order to better incorporate the effects
of spatial heterogeneity in solar radiation, elevation, and temperature on snowpack over
the same area, and potentially be able to display some of the heterogeneity in snowpack
at finer scales for some purposes.  This is a good question, and not entirely certain in its
outcome, particularly when other subgrid processes are set aside.  I don’t know that this
tradeoff has been assessed in this paper so much as asserted, and it leaves on the table
the question of whether a subgrid paramaterization coupled with earlier products could
potentially generate greater benefits in time and accuracy … at least for purposes not
needing to directly display fine-scale heterogeneity.  It also leaves open questions about
which particular process for heterogeneity are most critical to incorporate if following a
reductionist approach.

It is worth noting here that we have seen images very similar to Figures 5 and 6 (which
display fairly coarse features) in multiple recent publications that are not necessarily
mentioned or cited (including by the first author).  At some level, though, these earlier
coarser resolution papers must be doing something somewhat correctly to get essentially
the same images.  The abstract and introduction begin by pointing out that there are no
existing data sets that are “based on physical principles, simulated at high spatial
resolution, and cover large geographic domains”, but they do not reflect on applications of
these existing somewhat similar data sets, and clearly define “physical principles” or “high
resolution” and explain for what purposes they are valuable. These definitions probably
relate to the purposes of the simulation and the scale/resolution of the display.  It is very
likely that some of these existing products are adequate for many tasks, and rather than
suggesting a position that this new data set makes all preceding simulations obsolete,
perhaps discussing new applications the higher resolution data allow or note specific
improvements they can demonstrate.  This is partially addressed in Figure 7 and
references, but only for one specific application where details of heterogeneity are
important, although arguably could be focused on very small areas where redistribution
may be important.  On the net, if this data set is intended as replacement for the other



data sets, it would be more polite to acknowledge them and their utility in the
conversation so far rather than to ignore them.  If in no other way, they could be
acknowledged for their corroboration of images like Figures 5 and 6.

There is a similar set of discussions about philosophical subjects with respect to the
framing set up in lines 55-65. There is a significant discussion in the hydrology literature
at the moment, and spilling into geomorphology and snow as well, about the utility of
machine learning approaches.  Some argue that these are not “physically based”, but
others note that the calibration needs of some models renders them effectively as non-
physically based as some of the machine learning approaches.  Quite a bit of work has
been done in snow with ML and it is currently an area of active research.  I’d recommend
the authors take a look at a brief paper by Fleming et al 2021 to see how aspects of that
framing might be unhelpful to furthering the goals of their work.  I’m certainly in
agreement that we all need to understand 1) the physics of the real world and 2) how our
models represent that physics, but there are sound arguments that a priori assertions
about the details of the physics in model formulation that could detract from our learning
about the physics of the real world.  There are others who deliver that argument better
than I, and hopefully after looking at some of those you might find a better way to
describe the meaning of “physics-based” in the paper. 

The above points are for general framing and are important to address so that the
contributions of this specific modeling exercise can be better placed among much that has
occurred before and much going on concurrently.

 

A more specific point begins at line 180 in the characterization of “single” layer snowpack
models and shortcomings, particular with respect to the UEB model.  The UEB model deals
with the issue in two ways. During non-melt periods, it simply uses a conduction estimate
based on a high frequency and a low frequency component – essentially using a Fourier
decomposition approach to calculating the conduction rather than a finite difference
approach – which would use “layers”.  UEB also makes further computations for heat
transfer when the surface is melting.  Insofar as you would like to emphasize the physical
basis of snowclim, you may want to reconcile the “tax” approach and framing with the
physical basis of conduction in the frequency domain.  As it stands, when the surface is
cooling, it looks like only a portion (as low as 10%) of the net flux at the surface is being
removed from the pack – the remainder isn’t accounted for at all.  It is not clear what
errors this accounts for, and you may want to add some content (text and appendix
figures?) to the paper to explain how equations 16 work.  There are at least 4 parameters
involved, all of which are calibration parameters.  This seems potentially important, but
without some validation against temperature data, its difficult to tell.

Note that the snow surface temperature calculation in UEB takes into account this
conduction heat flux from the surface along with the several other fluxes at the surface
(e.g. solar, longwave, latent, sensible) to find the T at which all fluxes balance. This was
not a particularly computationally burdensome iteration and the uncertainty cited by



Raleigh (2013) was in parameter estimates for conduction, which Snoclim just does not
consider.  In the broad scheme of uncertainties for energy balance, I don’t know that
these are big numbers, but the criticisms in line 189-190, which are drawn mostly from
Raleigh (2013) are not really warranted and don’t bear repeating in the context of this
paper.  There remains some chance that the UEB calculations might be nearly as
parsimonious and generate less uncertainty.  No assessment has been done in this paper
to evaluate these issues.
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